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Q1 Contact Person:

Name Fabienne Bouton

Email Address Fabienne.Bouton@gcccd.edu

Q2 Department:

Biology

Q3 Title of Request:

Anatomy Models

Q4 Location of Request:

H207

Q5 Type of Request:
Models for student use in anatomy open lab
Other: Please specify the non-operational other request::

Q6 Description of Request:Please provide a description of the supplies, equipment, furniture or other request. When
making your request, please be as specific as possible and include information such as make, model, manufacturer,
color, quantity, etc.

Models necessary to proved open lab support to anatomy students.  We are adding additional hours of open lab time to support the 
additional anatomy students, and need additional anatomical models to cover those hours that will be in a different location. Details of 
the limb models are spelled out on the attached quote. In addition, there are several models needed for which we do not have quotes 
but the costs including 2 each of the Carolina Biological 3B Human male/female models ($4425 each) which will be used in the 
classrooms and will free up smaller models to be used for tutoring that runs simultaneously with classes, and 4 additional brainstem 
models (2 for each classroom) where we currently only have one model for each classroom which is not enough for 30 students in each 
room. These are Somso Human Brainstem models from Carolina Biological item 566787 @ $396 each.
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Q7 Estimated Cost:

$5276.80 + tax (free shipping, see quote)  plus 2 each 3B models @ $4425 ($8850 total) plus 4 each Brainstem models @$396 
($1584) all plus tax and shipping total = $10,434; grand total = $5276.80 + $10,434= $15706.80 + Tax + shipping

Q8 Please attach quote, if available

Anatomy Limb Models VWRQuotation_8031181768 (002).pdf (124.6KB)

Q9 Total Cost of Ownership:Can this request be maintained with existing funding sources? If not, please explain your
plan to maintain this request. Example: potential yearly service agreements, warranties, and replacement costs.

none

Q10 Justification of Request:Please select the applicable
criteria and provide the details how the criteria relate to
your request.

Program expansion,

Impact on student success and access,

Provided details::

These models are needed to provide adequate services to
our students who are taking anatomy. We have expanded
the number of classes and need to provide adequate open
lab hours for students to study outside of class time. We
have had to limit the amount of time that students can stay in
open lab even before we added the additional classes, and

Q11 Program Goal:Please identify the program goal(s) this request would help your program achieve and provide a
brief explanation of how it would do so. 

This would support program goal 3 by providing students with adequate open lab study time that should support student success in 
anatomy.


